Naval TATA Hockey Academy
Jamshedpur, Jharkhand, India
Full design, civil construct, manufacture and installation of a FIH Global hockey facility with sprinkler system and cast in-situ
shock-pad.
Date of Project Completion: June 2017

Base: Asphalt

Surface: WETT Pro EL 12

The Naval Tata Hockey Academy aims to bring Jharkhand’s
grassroots hockey talent, along with India’s past glory in the game,
on to the global stage. The academy, which heralds a huge
milestone for hockey in India, has been named after the late Sri
Naval Tata, an industrialist whose vision is legendary. He was also
the former president of the Indian Hockey Federation and
extremely passionate about promoting hockey in India.

At Altius, we call this Love of The Sport!
“At TATA Trusts we view sports as a vehicle for social change.
This initiative will promote hockey and sustain the helm of
hockey as a national sport in India. We aim to train from the
grass root level and our goal is to reach the million hockey legs
in the 2018 World Cup which is scheduled to take place in
India.” said R Venkataramanan, Executive Trustee, Tata Trusts.

Designed and conceptualised by Altius Sports, this premier facility
uses a texturised monoﬁlament polyethylene yarn and has been
strip-glue to the surface with the top of the ‘D’ already tufted in.
With 100% UV stabilized yarn and a concentrated latex
compound optimised for backing, this product is hardwearing and
dense and at the same time, it is cushioned as well.
Another unique feature of our Wett Pro product is that play is
possible both when wet or dry and this ensures conservation of
water and helps toward an eco-friendly environment. This unique
hockey surface promises unending hours of high-quality play.
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